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A BS'I'ITAC'I

Participation in Flrtra-Curricular Activities hr Su[rurban I-ligh School Stuclcnts
tvith Emotional Behavioral Disorders

Karin

Dy'e

2008

Action Research Pro-ject

This sfudy analyzes the current status of the involvement of suburban high school
students

with Emotional/Behavior Disorders (EBD) and their participation in extra-

cunicular activities. Individuals who parlicipate in extra-curricular activities are
positively associated with a reduction in delinqucnt behaviors and show an increase in
both academic and social performance. Results of studies with high school students
across the United States have demonstrated that those stuclents who become treavily

involved in extra curricular activities tend to be rnode I students and seldom get involved
in delinquency and crime (Cassel,2000). Students who are diagnosed with EBD,
however, are more likely than other students to have lower grades, fail rnore classes, fail

minimutr competency examinations, be retained, have a lower grade point average in
high school, drop out, have a higher rate of absenteeism, be served in a restrictive setting,
have more encounters with.iuvenile justice system, or tail to graduate from high school

(Van Acker, 2006). This research underscores the challenges that EBD students face with
the inclusion process in their school environment, as well as suggests the beneflts these
students could gain from extra-curricular participation. This study's results indicate that
there is an extremely low percentage of EBD student involvement in extra-curricular

activities. The findings of this research provide a variety of reasons for this low
involvement. It also suggests ways for encouraging the participation of EBD students in
these activities can have a significant positive impact on the academic, social, and

transitional aspects of their high school experience.
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I. I ntrocluction
Teachers have opportunitics on a daily basis to try to nrake

zr

positivc cliff-erence in

their students' lives. This can occlrr iu many difterent ways. [t can happen when they
challenge students, whetr they hold students accountable filr their actions and learning,
when they see students as inclividuals instead of labels, and when they encollrage students
to be the best versions of themselves. For special education teachers, an additional
challenge is how to make their sfudents, who already f'eel so different fiom their peers,
not to feel "auomalous." The cluestion of how to ta[<e students in special education
programs, and empower them to break down the social stereotypes that their disability
label gives thern is complex. ln high school, where everyone seems to have a group or

"clique" that defrnes them. helping

str-rCents

with challenging disabilities like EBD

(Emotional/Behavioral Disorders) to find a sense of belongingness is a difflcult task. It is
especially difficult when the stignra and servicc delivery options attached to their

disability has separated them not only fiom certain social circles, but frorn the
opportunity to leam and establish relationships with the mainstream student body.
Special education teachers, who work with students with EBD in mainstream
schools, teach in Federal Settings 1-3 within their schools. Federal Setting

I is the least

restrictive special education environment. This setting involves the students in at least
one special education supported class, while the majority of the classes can be in the

mainstream environment. Setting 2 increases the amount of special education
classes/services and Setting 3 is the most restrictive for a mainstream program. Setting

3

fypically has the students take all of the core academic subjects from the same teacher in
a self-contained classroom, and allows involvement in possibly one mainstream class.

1

Settit't-u 3 cau be considerecl its a

"last stop" for thcse stuclents in ntainstrcam high schools,

Lrefbre thcy are setrt to atltcruative placcnrents. trcatnrcnt ceutcrs, or cvcn -jail. Tlrese

students typically have received failing grades, have hacl poor attenclunce, have had n-rajor

behavioral incidellts, or suffered fionr substance abuse issues. They are segregated from
tlteir peers, aud may have reputations witlr teachers at the school for bcing the "misflts,"
or the "challenging" students that are easy to pass along as someone else's problem.
Students that are diagnosed with the label EBD are fflore

likely than other students to

have lower grades, fail more classes, fail mininrunr competency examinations, be
retained, have a lower grade point average in high school, drop out, have a higher rate of
absenteeism, be served in a restrictive setting, have more encounters with juvenile.justice

system andlor fail to graduate from high school (Varr Acker, 2006).
Recent movements in the field of special edr-rcation for those working with this

demographic of EBD high school students have encollraged teachers to appreciate
students as individuals instead of labels (Tumbull, Tumbull,

& Wehmeyer,200J). Many

EBD students have held their special education labels fbr the rnajority of their academic
careers. As a result of being labeled, these students may view themselves as well as be
viewed by others to be nothing other than what is in their paperwork or on their

individual educational plans (lEPs). Although these students may have many dif-ferences
that separate tlretn from their peers, they also may have things in common characteristics
and desires.
One way to bridge the gap between students in mainstream programming and
those in special education programming is to provide opportunities to meet in non-

academic activities. For example, extra-curricular activities are a way fbr students to

Z

spcncl

title together n,ithout typically having to leavc school srolurds. Extra curricular

activities cau arc deflnecl as etctivities that arc spousorccl by and usually

he lcl

at schr-rol but

that are not part of the institution's academic curriculuu-r. Ofteu tirnes, these activities

arre

held after school lrours, but usually using the school's facilities (Fowkes, 1999).

Extracurricular activities cau range fiorn athletics to working on the school ncwspaper, or
involvement in music and theater productions. Students involved in extra curricular
activities gain many benefits from their participation. These beneflts directly impact the
student's lif-e in the areas of academics; personal development, and future planning

(Fowkes, 1999). lncreasiug the involvement of EBD students in the extra cunicular
activities in their schools allow the possibility to make a positive impact on their high
school experieuce and show personal benetits as well. For many students, extracurricular

activities present an opportunity to practice social skills and to experiment in activities
that rnay represent a career interest (Fowkes, 1999). For an individual who strr-rggles
academically, the opportunity to excel in the arts or sports may make a big difference in
his or her self-esteem.

This research explored the current level of participation in extra-curricular
activities by suburban high school students with emotional/behavioral disorders.
Interviews as well as surveys with students with EBD were conducted in a suburban high
school to get a first-hand perspective on their personal thoughts, feelings, and experiences
about this issue. The use of previous research and studies were used as starting points

from which to form

a better understanding

of the issues. Recommendations for future

research are provided in this paper.

1

J

The outcolncs of this rescarclr arc intcnded to clemonstrartc u,hat thc current

iuvolvement of high scltool subur-bau special cciucation EBlf stuclents in extra curricular
activities are. The flndin,us rvill also lend a stronger perception of u,hat may be holding
studetrts back fiom participation, as well as the efl-ects that parlicipation tnay have on
these students. lntplicatious of tl-re research are that data-based recomrnendations can be

implemented in to the school environment so that students, teachers, parents, and
administrators

will

be better prepared to facilitate the inclusion of students

with EBD in

extra-curricular activities (especially at the high school level). Encouraging these
studeuts to be invoived in their schools at such an influential age could help thern gain

skills such as self--cotrfldence, self--value, and ernpowenrrent that they may

Lre

able to use

where ever their lives may take them (Cassel,2000).

II. Literature Review
This literature review will provide an overview of several thernes related to this
research. These themes include: exploring more about extra-curricular activities,
adolescent involvement in sports and the arts, and students with emotional behavioral

disorders. This review of literature is organized into three major sections which include;

extra-curricular activities, adolescent involvement in sports and the arts, and emotional
behavioral disorders.

Extra-Curricular Activities
Extra curricular activities are defined as activities that are sponsored by and

usually held at school but that are not part of the instifution's academic cumiculum
(Rombokas, 1995). Often times, these activities are held after school hours, but usually
using the school's facilities. Extracuruicular activities range from athletics, to working on

1

the school newspaper. or tnttsic ancl tlreartcr procluctions. For utrrny sludeuts,

extt'acurricular activitics present au oppol-tunity to practice social skills ancl to cxperintcnt

in activities that rnay represent a career intcrcst. F-or a student who struggles
academically, tl-re opporturrity to excel in the errts or sports ntay make a big positive
irnpact on his or her self'-esteem. There is an edr-rcational research

fiorl a variety of

sources indicates that students involved in extra curricular activities gain many benefits

fiom their par-ticipation. These benefits directly impact the student's life in the areas of
academics, personal development, and future planning.

Academically, being involved in extra curricular activities holds students
accountable to maintaining a specific grade point average. As a result of this, on average

higlt school athletes

attair-r

higher grade point averages than non-athletes (Rombokas,

1995). Another reason that extracurricular activities beneflt students academically is that
students can learn character-building lessons that they can apply to their sfudy lrabits as

well as their lives. Activities such as athletics, r"nusic, theater, and organizations teach
students how to discipline themselves through drills, practices, or rehearsals (Rornbokas,
1995). Time management skills are also learned through managing a lif-e involved in

extra curricular activities,, because it takes time out of tl-re student's schedules. This means
that students need to plan their time wisely and efficiently to complete what they need to
get done for school.

In addition to organizational skills, extracurricular activities in the afts teach
students analytical skills and creative problem solving skills since they have to think

creatively to successfully perform music, act in a play, or produce a work of art
(Rombokas, 1995). Hollrah (2006) expanded Rombokas' (1995) research and found that

5

stuclents involved iu auy extra-curricular activity generally attaiu lii_qher srades than their
pecrs vvho arc not involvcd..
F-ronr a social aspect, individLrals

who are involvcd in extracurriculiir-activities

have nruch to gain in terms of their personal development. Reports about high school
studetrts across the United States have shown that those stuclents who bccome heavily

involved in extra curricular activities tend to be model students and seldom get involved
in delinqlrency and crime (Cassel, 2000). Being involved in extra curricular activities
allows students to gain feelings such as lrelongingness, honesty, and personal pride. The
personal f-eeling of being a part of some "larger pLlrpose" is crucial to lruilding selfesteem with teenagers. The feeling of acceptance and being alrle to contribute to a group

allows individuals to f"eel cared fbr and important. This ofien n-ray lead to personal pride
and a f-eeling of self-rneaning/importance. When teens f.eel like they are contributing or a

part of something, they are less likely to become isolated and self-destructive. More

often than not, when high school students begin involvement in the use of alcohol and
drugs, it is because they are not heavily involved in other acceptable and satisfying social
pursuits (Casse[, 2000). Individuals are able to find satisfaction in getting their social
needs met by their peers and personal accomplishments when involved in a variety

of

outlets, including extra curuicular activities.
Sfudents involved in extra curricular activities not only leam how to grow

personally in confidence and self-esteem, they also learn how to interact with others in

a

more respectful manner. Extra curricular activities teach individuals how to co-exist with
other individuals by utilizing skills such as team spirit and fair play (Fowkes, 1999).
Feeling a strong sense of team spirit helps individuals to strengthen their communication

6

skills with othcrs ancl lrelps tliem to see thenrselves as a part of somethin_u. Leaniing
skills such as tiikin-{ turns, encoLll'aging one another, aud playiri-{ fiiir are crucial [roth in
extra curricular activities and lif'e as well (Cassel, 2002). Students are able to leanr how

to compromise with others, aud work in a group setting. Extra curricular activities allolv
students to meet aud interact with peers who may not tre

within their close group of

friends, which strerrgthens the social skills that they need to interact in the "real world"
(Cassel, 2000). These activities also teach students to work in teams and work

cooperatively, skills thatwill help students be successful in school and attain jobs

ir-r

the

future (Fowkes, 1999).
Many extracurricular activities, such as the school newspaper, photography, art,
aud drama, cau also lead to careers. Extracurricular activities also can help a student fbrm
a strong profi[e when looking ahead to post secondary options such as a career or college.

A student's academic record and scores on standardized tests fbrm the core of his or her
college application profile. However, admissions officers consider other factors, such as a
demonstrated talent in athletics or the arts or leadership in school or extracurricular

activities (Huebner, 2003). Being involved in extra cunicular activities is a way to
strengthen the student's time management skills, as well as a way to improve multitasking abilities when applied to a post-secondary job or college preparation (Fowkes,
1999). Such activities may also reinforce the importance of personal responsibility and

accountability that individuals need to be successful both in college or the workforce
(Fowkes, 1999).

7

Adolescent Involvement in Sports and the Arts
Danish (2005) strggestecl that sport is a significant f-actor in thc developrlcut of'
aclolescents' selt-esteern, iclentity, ancl f-eeling of competence. Many str-rdies lrave shown
the positive af'=fects that etdolescent irrvolvement in sports and activities has on both their

physical aud social well-being. Thesc activities are positively associated with a reduction
in delinquent behavior and increase academic and social performance. Research using
pareut reports in interviews and surveys show that parents view extra-curricular sports

activities as an arena for socializing their children to important values and skills that go
beyond tl-re lrenefrts of participation in athletic activities (Krerner-Sadlik,2007).
Pro-social behavior cau be deflned as belravior that intends to beneflt society or
otlrers as a whole (Webster's Dictionary,2007). Social perfonlance and pro-social
behaviors can be both extemal as well as internal. Social wellness can be applied to how

individuals treat others (examples: fairness, encouragement, justice, patients, self-control,
etc), as well as how they treat and see themselves (examples: self-esteem, confidence,

integrity, positivistic, etc.). Hein (2007) suggested that physical activity interventions
that target autonomous motives in physicaI activity context are likely to enhance young

peoples' general self-esteem.
Sports involvement with adolescents can also have a positive impact on
adolescent/adult relationships. Through participating in sports or other activities,
students are able to build positive adult relationships with their coaches/instructors that
have the ability to lay a foundation for future adult/adolescent relationships. This also

allows adults to have the opportunities to be positive role models to students, and
demonstrate or model pro-social behaviors. Coaches who maintain good relationships

B

with their athletes rcclucc atrti-social beliavior. ancl that exposLrrc to relatively high levels
of socio-uroral reasoniug r.t,ithin tlre inrn-rccliatc context of sportin,{ activitics promotes
pro-social behaviors (Rutteri, 2007).
Several studies show that involvetneut in sports as an adolescent can have positive
effects on those sarne indivicluals as adults. Atlrletic participation is conducive to the

overall development of adolescents and to subsequent levels of achievement as an adult.
The reasoning behind this assumption is that sport participation builds character,

discipline, self--esteem, and other achievement-related qualities and results in deferred
gratification (Sprertzer,1994). While it is believed by some that involvement in sports
can help keep students out of tror-rble (Cassel,2000),

it is also argued that sports

involvement plants "lif'e lessons" in adolescents. The Iessons of sports socialize the
participants to be good citizens, presumably because through sport parlicipation youths
are taught the values and norms of conventionality (Spreitzer,1994). Adults can play a

significant par-t as positive or negative role models for adolescents that are involved in

athletics. These

adr-rlts have the

opportunity to instill positive social values among their

players, and it is imperative to recognize the strong impact that they hold depending on

how they are perceived by the youth involved.
Research also supports the idea that adolescent involvement in activities such as

the arts (music, art, drama) is also very beneficial in a pro-social way for these

individuals. Arts programs have a significant effect on children's in-program behavior
and emotional problems. Research suggests that active recruitment, removing barriers to

participation and high parental involvement enhances youth engagement. Perceived
gains attributed to involvement in arts programs included increased confidence, enhanced

9

art skills, intproved pro-social skills, and inrtrrrovcil corrflict resolution skills (Wright,
2006).

The participants in studies above were al1 part of the general educatiou

populatiou. As schooling moves toward more inclusivc approaches, it wor-rld seem logical
that str"rdents with EBD would also benetlt fiom the sarne activities as tlreir peers without

EBD. Despite the face validity of this argument, students with EBD have special needs
and issues that sometimes interfere with their participation in extra-cunicular activities.
The paragraphs below describe students with EBD in detail.
E

motional Behavioral Disorders

De/initiort
The special education label Emotional or Behavioral Disorders (EBD) can be
deflned as an established pattem of one or more of the fbllowing ernotional or behavioral
responses; a) withdrawal or anxiety, depression, problems with mood or feelings of self'-

worth b) disordered thought processes with unusual lrehavior pattems and atypical
commLlnication styles or c) aggression, hyperactivity, or impulsivity (Area Special
Education Cooperative, 2003). A pupil is eligible and in need of special education and
related services for an emotional or behavioral disorder when the pupil meets the criteria

in items A to C (below).
Item A: A pupil must demonstrate an established pattern of emotional or
behavioral responses that is described in at least one of the following sub items
and which represents a significant difference from peers:

(l)

withdrawn or

anxious behaviors, pervasive unhappiness, depression, or severe problems with
mood or feelings of self-worth defined by behaviors, for example: isolating self

l0

fi'otrt pcers; displal,irtg intcnse fears or school refusal; ovcrly perf-cctionistic;

failing to cxprcss cnrotion; displaying a pervasive sad disposition; clcveloping
physical syurptonrs related to worry or stress; or changes in eating or sleeping
pattems; (2) disordered thought processes manif'ested by unusual behavior
patterns, atypical comrnunication styles, or distorted interpersonal relationships,

fbr example: reality distorlion beyond nonnal developmental fantasy and play or
talk; inappropriate laughter, crying, sounds, or language; self-mutilation,
developrnentally inappropriate sexual acting out, or developrnentally
inappropriate self-stirnulation; rigid, ritualistic patteming; perseveration or
obsession with specific objects; overly afl-ectionate behavior towards r-rnfamiliar

persons; or halh-rcinating or delusions of grandeur; or (3) aggressive, hyperactive,
or irnpulsive behaviors that are developmentally inappropriate, for example:

physically or verbally abusive behaviors; impulsive or violent, destructive, or

intimidating behaviors; or behaviors that are threatening to others or excessively
antagonistic. The pattem must not be the result of cuhural factors, and must be
based on evaluation data which may include a diagnosis of mental disorder by

a

licensed mental health professional.

Item B: The pupil's pattern of emotional or behavioral responses adversely affects
educational performance and results in: (1) an inability to demonstrate satisfactory
social competence that is significantly different from appropriate age, cultural, or
ethnic norrns; or (2) a pattern of unsatisfactory educational progress that is not

primarily

a result

of intellectual, sensory) physical health, cultural, or linguistic

11
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factors; illegal chcnrical

Lrsc;

autisrr spcctrunr clisorders; or inconsistcut

cducatiunai progrirnrnring

Item C: The cornbined results of prior clocumented interventions and the
evaluation data for the pupil nrust establish significant impairments in one or

rrore of the fbllowing areas. intrapersonal, academic, vocational, or social skills.
The data must document that the impairment: (1) severely interferes with the

pupil's or other students' educational perfbnr,ance; (2) is consistently exhibited by
occurrellces in at least three different settings: two educational settings, one of

which is the classroom, and one other setting in either the home, child care, or
comntultity; or tbr children not yet enrolled in kindergarten, the emotional or
behavioral responses must be consistently exhibited in at least one setting in the
home, child care, or corrmr-rnity; and (3) has been occurring throughout

a

minimum of six months,, or results from the well-documented, sudden onset of

a

serious mental health disorder diagnosed by a licensed mental health professional
(State of Minnesota, 2007).

Federal setlittgs;

Special education can be classified in to seven different federal settings. These
settings begin with the least restrictive environment for the students, which typically
demonstrate students receiving special education assistance while they receive general
education. As the federal setting level increases, the restrictiveness of the education also
increases. The highest federal setting for special education involves provisions for the

special education student while they are in a private residential environment.

t2

Section

l3: EDRS Instructional Setting Codcs

EDRS lnstructional Setting Codes are required fbr teachers and lcacl teachers (Personnel
Type Code 0[), speech therapists (Personnel Type Code 04), and adaptive physical
education teachers (Persounel Type Code 15). For teachers the lnstructional Setting
Code should reflect the teacher's prirnary setting when delivering special education

instructional services to students.

II\STRTJCTIONAL SETTII\G CODE A
For federal Setting Code I
Teacher delivers special education services primarily within the regular class.

IJ\STRUCTIOI\AL SETTII\G CODE

B

For federal Setting Code 2
Teacher delivers special education services primarily wittrin a resource setting.

II\STRUCTIOI\AL SETTTI\G CODtr C
For federal Setting

3

Teacher delivers special education services primarily within a special class.

IF{STRUCTIONAL StrTTING CODE D
For federal Setting 4
Teacher delivers special education services in a public separate-day school faciliry.

INSTRUCTIONAL SE,TTII\G CODE E
For federal Setting 5
Teacher delivers special education services in a private separate-day school facility.

II\STRUCTIOI\AL SETTII\G CODE F
For federal Setting Code 6

r3

Tcacher delivers special education services iu a pLrblic rcsidential facility.

INSTRUCTIONAL SETTII\G CODE G
For f-ederal Setting Code

7

Teatclter delivers special education services in a private residential tacility
ttD :,//www.revi sor. le g. state. mn.us/aru lel3 525 I I 3 29.html)

As noted above, students who are diagnosed with EBD are more likely than other
students to have lower grades,

fail more classes, fail minimum competency examinations,

be retained, have a lower grade poir-rt average in high school, drop out, have a higher rate

of absenteeism, be served in a restrictive setting, have more encounters with juvenile
justice system and/or lail to graduate fiom high school (Van Acker,2006). When looking
at the benefits of extra

curicular activities and looking at the needs of EBD teenagers, it

is obvious that these students could benefit fiom involvement in these activities. Because

of this, the remainder of this paper repofis on a study of the cument level of involvement

of EBD teens in extra

cur

ricular activities. Its goal was to discover how to best promote

and encourage these students to benefit by understanding the rate of participation and
reasons for non-participation in students with EBD.

III. Methodology
Overview
This research project sought to determine the current level of participation that
high school students with EBD in a suburban high school in the Midwest have with their
high school extra-curricular activities. Twenty-six students, both male and female and in
grades 9-12, participated in a survey to discover what their currently level of participation

t4

wtls. Furtlter

c1r-restions

wcre askecl in intcrview tbrm, [o leant in nrore dctail what thc

reasotritrg fbr their clccisions aud participatiori levels were ancl iu au

e

tlbrt to trian-r{ulate

data fl'om variolrs data sources.

Sample
The target sanrple fbr this study was high school students with

emotional/behavioral disorders in mainstream high schools. Althouglr enrollment in

a

Level 3 setting was not a prerequisite fbr this study, I ensured that there was adequate
representation of students in Level 3 settings for this study during recruitment. The
rationale fbr this is that students in Level 3 settings are the most excluded fiorn
mainstream activities within general education high schools. As it lurned out, all
participants who volunteered to participate were in Level 3 settings. The research was
conducted at a suburban high school, and a sample of 26 students with EBD who
participated in a survey. Four students with EBD from the original sample of 26 were

interviewed for this research. These four students were selected for the interviews
because they were students who represented each grade, and volunteered their time fbr

this research.

Among the research sample, l5 participants were boys and 1 1 were girls. Arnong
these students there were six students in 9th grade, ten students

in

I lth grade, and four students

in

in

1Otl' grade,

six students

l2th grade. Four students participated in the interviews,

Of those students that parlicipated in the interviews, fwo were fernale and two were male.
They were in 9tl', 10t'', 11t", and 12'l'grade. Table 1 (below) is a visual representation of
the sample.
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Instruments and Interviews
As noted above, there are two main instruments used in this research. The first
was a suruey (see Appendix A) and the second were individual interuiews (see Appendix

B for interview protocol). On the survey, there were
asking

if

a

variety of questions beginning with

students were currently, or have ever been involved in extra-cunicular activities

in theirschool setting. If they are orhave everbeen involved, theywere asked to listwhat
activities and the dates they participated. If they were involved at the time of the sfudy,
students were asked why they decided to participate and how they thought

it affects their

high school experience. If they were not involved, there was a list of multiple reasolrs

why they are not involved such as; -they were not interested -they did not have enough
time -they did not have the transportation, etc. The survey was intended to produce

quantifiable data about the curent level of involvement of sfudents.
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lndividr-ral intervicws were also conductccl r,vith sol-nc of thc stucleuts. Thesc
itrterview's were used to leam in nrorc detail lvhat tlre str-rclent's cun-ent involvement wars

iu extra curricular activities, and if they f-elt their lives were affccted by those decisions.
Inten,iews were intended to provide a rich, in-deptlr understanding of the issues that
students face regarding extra-curricular activities. This data set was a complement to the

questionnaire data.

Procedures
Students were administered the surveys in their classrooms with the teacher and I
present. Dr-rring adrninistration I read all items to students to ensure that they understood

the questions. In addition, time was taken to address any cluestions students had. Both the
teacher and I ensured that students were completing their own work. Upon completion, I

immediately placed all surveys into a sealed envelope so that students' answers would
remain confidential fiom other students and the teacher. This process was repeated
several times.

lnterviews were conducted individually with students at a time convenient to both
the student and his or her teacher.
15 and 30 minutes. Rapport was

All interviews were tape recorded and lasted

between

built with students by sharing with students the purpose

of the research, ffiy background as a teacher, and sharing a small snack with interviewees.

Analysis
The surveys were collected, and the data were reviewed and examined. Surveys

were analyzed by item, and descriptive statistics were used to furd differences in data.
Items choices with the highest tallies were considered most practically significant.
Because the sample size was only 26, comparative statistics would not be valid. Rather, I

l7

cxalrilted each itenr fbr visual pattenrs by: the uurlber of stucleuts who chose particr-rlar
itertr ans\,vers, trcuds in answers by grade, and trencis in answers by gende r.

The interview notes were also collected and the results were reviewed by the
researcher. T'he data was analyzed by discovering the most cotnutouly occurring pattents

in interview transcripts. Themes were then written as "cocles" to be used for comparisou
with quantitative data.
Once all data from the survey and interviews were analyzed, corrrmon themes
were discovered that rose from the data that helped determine the conelations between

high school EBD students and their participation in extra curricular activities. These
tlremes inclr-rde the

following: 1) If there was a low or high participation level 2) If

students shared commolt reasons for participating or not participating, and 3)

If

tftese

these

students shared common beliefs about how parlicipation may afl-ect them personally.
These findings are discussed in detail below.

IY. Findinss
Three major themes emerged from data. First that students were, in general, not

involved in extra-curricular activities. Second, there were major reasons why students
were not participating,, including: lack of interest, lack of time, lack of transportation,

intimidation from peers, and lack of adequate grades to participate in school-based
activities. Students, did, however, perceive that there might be benefits if they were to get
involved in extra-curricular activities. These perceptions are reported in detail below.
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Students Are Not Involved
ln this research stucly,2(r stuclents were slrrveyecl and

asl<ecl

what thcir current

level of participation u,as in extra-curricular activities. Out of those 26 students, eaclr
studeut stated that they were not currently involved in any activities. When these
students were asked

if they have ever participated in extra-curuicularactivities in their

sclrools, only 4 out of 26 replied that they had ever experienced involvement in extra-

curricular activities. These results determine an extremely low involvement rate fbr
students with EBD in extra-curricular activities.

The cornplete lack of participation on the part of students points to a very

important point made in the extra-curricular activities literature. In order for students to
benefit from extra-curricular activities, they urust first participate. Of the sample who
participated in this study, not one student was receiving any benefit (e.g., increased
friendships, grades, leadership, relationships, etc.) from extra-curricr-rlar activities because
not one student had any level of parlicipation. Only four students had even participated in
the past, demonstrating that extra-curricular activities may be an overlooked concept for
students with EBD and their teachers, parents, and case workers.

Why Students Are Not Involved
The lack of participation of high school students with EBD in this study was
clear. To help determinewhy students were not involved, I asked several questions in my
questionnaire and interview pertaining to the reasons for non-participation. Among the
answers that students provided, five appeared to be common themes among all students.
These reasons fbr non-participation are listed below.
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In the sllrveys that the studeuts conrpleted, thcre was a Iist of nine reasons [hat
studeuts were gir,'en fbr why they were not currently involved in extra-curricular

activities. (see Table 2). These reasorls inclr-rded the fbllowing; -not being interested, -not
having enough tirne, -not haviug trausportation, -not herving tl-re financial atrility, -not
having the experiertce, -intinridated by peers, -uot ureeting the standard recluirements, not knowing how to join or get involved, and "other." The students were allowed to
answer more than one choice fbr these reasons. The following findings represent the five
most occurring reasons for not participating that the students gave.

Table 2
Reusons /ot'

lY o n-

Pcrrt

ic

inu Itott

Reason

Percenluge 0 /'Sumple

Not Enough Time

5l

Not lnterested

50

No Transportation

3

Intimidated by Peers

38.5

.l

8.s

Don't Meet Requirerlents 31.6
Financial Difficulties

26.9

Not Enough Experience

ts.4

Other

t5.4

f)on't Know How to Join

1.7
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Luck o.f Tinrc
Data fiom this research detnonstratecl thzrt out of 26 stuclcrrts, I 5 of tlrcse
indivicluals responded that they did not participate in extra-curricular activitics because
they did not feel like they had enough time. (see Talrle 2). [n questionnaires, students
reporte d that extra-cutricular activities require time outsicle

occun itrg in the afternoon and evenings.

of the school day, usually

tf the clubs, sports, or activities that students

join compete with other schools in their district or conference,

a

lot of time can tre spent

ou traveling to and fiom these activities which can make for a very high commitrnent of
persoual tirne fiom the individuals participating. [n some situations, weekend time
commitments were also required, depending on the activity which can be invasive on the
personal tin-re of the students involved.
Several reasons were stated through the student interviews, why time was
reasolt that these students were not

a

curently parlicipating in extra-cunicular activities. A

common statement fiom the students was that they would rather spend time with their

friends than make the time commitment that they would need to be involved in extra-

curicular activities. Three students reported that they

had

jobs after school and on

weekends. This presented a challenge for extra-curricular involvement as a result of the

majority of practices and competitions were held during the time that they had an
employment commitment.
In addition, some sfudents with EBD need continuous support from individuals in
their community which made include therapists, counselors, probation officers, social
workers, and others. One of the students that was interviewed stated that she felt time was
a

conflict because she had numerous professional appointments through out her week that

2l

tool< an

cnonrolls personal tiriic cornmitmcnt. This student is currcntly

tlicrapist, a colntselor, a nlentor, etttd
she t'elt

r,vas

see

ing

a

going through a substancc-iibuse class

vvhrc:h

left [rer tro title to "have a life," let alone beconre involved in anything else. "l

am seeitrg like 4 prof-essionals right uow, so I don't really have any time to do arrything
else with my Iif-e. I don't even have a lif-e...all I do is talk about my problems, eat, sleep,
and go to school."

Family obligations presented another reason that students gave for not having
enough time to participate in extra-curicular activities. Some students stated that they
needed to get home after school to take care of younger siblings while their parents were
at

work.

Tl-rese students described various

family responsibilities such as getting dinner

ready, helping family members with their homework, and doing chores around the house

Many of these students play a significant role in their households and have many
responsibilities that their parents place on them for a variety of reasons. Being such an
involved member of their family prevents them from engaging in any other time
consuming activities that would take them away from their commitment to their farnilies.

Information fiom the student interviews found that the reason for lack of time
varies depending on what is going on in students' lives. For students, the lack of tirne
may be a result of

a

job, family responsibilities, or personal preference with how they

want to spend their time. With time being a major part of being committed in extracun-icular activities, sfudents who feel they are lacking time to give may find themselves

not being able make such a commitment as being involved.
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Luck o.l'Interest
Or-rt

of thc 26 students that u,cre sllrveyeci,

lj

(50%) of students respor-rclecl that

they did not participate in extra-curricular activities because tl-rey were not interested.

I\ot lreing interested in participation

can coveran assortment of reasons why there is no

interest fl'orn thesc individr-rals. Some students responded that they l-rad no interest in

participation because none of their friends were involved in any activities. These
students f-elt that their social needs were rnet by their friends, and they felt that there was

no need to join or become involved in anything else, because spending time with their

fiiends was satisfying euough. Table 2 demonstrates percentages of students who did not
participate because of particular reasons.

In the interviews, one student reporled not being interested in participating
because he f-elt that he was "not good enough" at any sport or activity to

join. He did not

see himself as being very athletic, and wasn't interested in any other type of club or

activity to join. This student also included that he did not have any fiiends that were
involved in extra-cunicular activities,, which impacted his lack of interest. [n another
interview,, a student stated that she was not interested in participating as a result of
personal issues that she was dealing

with.

She explained that she has a

lot going on, and

was currently dealing with some substance abuse issues, which lead her to feel that

participation in any activities was not a very low prioriry.

ln addition, another student who was interviewed also stated that her reason for
not being interested in participation was "social reasons." She responded that she had not
friends or anyone in her social circle that was currently participating.

"lf

I were in sports

or a club, I would not have as much time to spend with my friends that I really care
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about, aud iusteatd spencl tinre i,r,ith people Iclon't cvcl] kuo\\,." She did riot f-eel that

joining an activity that shc enjoyccl

wers

wol'th the social sacrificc of not spencling

as

much time as she wanted with her fi-iends.
Data were disaggregated by gender and grade level. For the category of "not
interested" it appears as if there are a grcater number of f-cnrales who are not interested
than males. Table 3 (page 25) represents the gender disparity in "lack of interest" and
other categories. Furthermore, disinterest appears to increase with age. For example. no
9'l' graders expressed disinterest in extra-curricular activities, but

atl

12'l' graders did.

Data fiom the participants in this study clenronstrated that there was not a direct line

of

"disinterest" fiom g'l' to l2'l' grad e $A% of l0'l' graders expressed disinterest while only
50%

of 11tl'graders expressed the sarre sentiment). Nonetheless, it is clear that by the

time str-rdents reach l2tl'grade, there is little, if any, intrinsic motivationto join extracumicular activities. Table 4 (page 26) dernonstrates data for all reasons students do not

participate in extra-curricular activities by grade, including "lack of interest."
Overall, student's lack of interest covers a variety of individual reasons. These
reasons include; social issues/preferences, not feeling personally capable, or the lack

of

personal motivation, among others. Research shows that 100% of 12tl'grade girls show
an un-interest in participating in extra-curricular activities (see Table 4), and overall girls

show a higher statistic of disinterest than boys (see Table 3).
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Survey results show demonstrate

l0

or-rt

of 26 or 38.46% of students responded

that not lraving trattsportation kept them from participating in extra-curriculetr activities
(see Table 2 above). Transportation plays a key role in participation in extra-curricular

activities because it is instrumental in getting the students that are involved to and fiom
the school or tl-re activity for which they are involved. Often times, students who are

itrvolved itr extra-curricular activities need to be picked up fiom their school when the

activity is done because there is no bus service available. There are also tin'res where the
studeuts need to be taken home directly from the location for which they are involved,

which may be far from the local school.
Some of the students that were surveyed claimed that transportation was an issue
because the parent(s) or guardian(s) in their lives did not have the tirne or resources to

provide rides for them from school. The majority of these students (76.92%) come from
either single parent households or homes where both parents are working so they were

not able to access their parent as a resource to assist them in getting picked up afier an

activity was over. They felt that it would be too difficult to depend on alternative
resources such as car-pooling with other students or asking another adult for a ride, so as
a result, they did not participate in the activity.

Interestingly, most of the students that responded that transportation was an issue
were under the legal driving age and could not provide their own transporlation. Out of
the ten students that responded to this reason, nine of these individuals were in 9tl' and
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l0'l'grade. (see Table 4) \\'ith thc avera-qe a-qe of a l0'l'gracler beiug l5-16 ycars olcl,

ancl

the legal drivitr-{ age being l(r years olcl. thc ability to transport themselves is linritecl in
these particr-rlar grades. As a result. these students were heavily dependcnt on acquiriug

transportation fionr or-rtside resourccs.
Peer Intimidatiort
Results fion-r these data also demonstrate that [0 out of 26 students also reported
that the reason they are not involved in extra-curricular activities is a result of being

intimidated by their peers. There were two major themes that emerged related to
intirnidation. First, some students felt iutimidation

"friends", or tlte individuals they spend the most

fiorl their peers that they call their

tir-ne

with. They felt that by

parlicipating in extra-curricular activities, they would be "made fun ofl' or
"misunderstood" try the people to whom they felt the closest. Many of these students

affiliate their personal identities with the group of people or fiiends with whom they
spend the majority of their personal

time. If they make a decision to "branch off' fronl

these individuals, and become involved in something different, they run the risk of losing

corlmon interests with the people with whom they associate. Losing common interests
and spending time away

fiom friends presents

a large

conflict fbr these students and

directly irnpacts their decision of participating in extra-cumicular activities.
The second way to interpret the impact of peer intimidation is to understand how
students can be intimidated by their peers who are currently involved in the activities for

which students with EBD have interest. A student that was interviewed talked about his
personal experience with this type of peer intimidation. He considered himself very

athletic and a good basketball player. All of his basketball experience that he had came
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fl-om playing with other inclivicluals iu his ncighllorlioocl. Whcn he r,r,as in 9'l'

-{rzicle,

he

tried out lbr the basketball team. He canre to the try-out and realizccl that the rnajority of
his peers he was playing with had played organized bzrsketball tbr years befbre that, had
camp experience, aud in some situations had played on the sarre tcam as one another.

That intirnidated this student enough to decide not to try out. He f-elt that despite his
athletic ability, he would be looked "down on" by his peers as a reslrlt of the lack of his
organized sport experience.

"l

knew that I could play with the other guys, and probably

be better than them, but they all played together befbre and lrad all of these different
narnes for plays that I didn't know. It rnade me feel like they wor-rld think that I didn't

know what I was doing, even though if one of them celme to my neighborhood to play

ball, I would kick their ass."
Another student that was interviewed described her experience with peer

intimidation when she was thinking about trying out fbr a school musical andioining the

choir. This sfudent felt that

as a result of how she dressed, who her friends were, and

how she was perceived by her peers, she was not comfortable participating in an activity
that she felt passionate about. She explained that she felt her peers assumed that she was

involved in drugs, misbehaved, and had severe emotional issues. All of these judgments
were presumably made based on her appearance. She stated that was reason enough to
keep her from participation, and although she knew she had the possibility ofjoining an

activity and allow her peers to get to know her, that was not reason enough to participate.

"I have always

been interested in perfbrming, but I know how the other girls talk about

me. I have cuts all over my arrns, and they think because of how I look I am either going
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to kill mysellor thenr. I lcnou, I don't flt in...whatever. They urc rill 'gooclic-gooclie'girls
anyway."
Out of the ten students that choose "peer intimidation" as a reason lor not
participating in extra-curricular activities, eight of these students were f-enrales (see Table
3). Thc perceptions of the str-rdent quoted above sheds some insights into why 809/o of the
students who said they were intimidated were females.

A similar pattern

en-rerged

fbr

younger students. There were also a higher percentage of 9'l' grade students who stated
tl"rat peer

intimidation

[<ept them

from participating in extra-curricular activities, than any

otlrer grade (see Table 4). [n this case, sludents who are girls or are yolurg appear to be
the most intirnidated by the prospect ofjoining extra-curricular activities. Data fiom

iuterviews show that students with the EBD label often feel different, and that difference
may lead to a sense of intirnidation. Although students may be good athletes or singers,
their social isolation, difference, age, or gender may make the tl,ought ofjoining an extra-

cunicular activity too overwhelming or intimidatirrg.
Do IYot Meet the Standurd Requirements -Grade Point Average, Attendunce, Behavior
Issues
Data from this research show that 9 out of 26 students claimed that they do not

participate in extra-curricular activities as a result of not meetir-rg the standard
requirements that their schools require which are necessary for them to participate (see
Table

2). In many schools,

students who want to participate in extra-curricular activities

need to meet a standard grade point average, which is based on their academic standing in

their classes. Many schools also require students that wish to be involved to have a high
attendance percentage, and minimal

(if any) behavioral incidents. Often times,
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schools

placc their athlctcs ou cotrtracts that have the studeuts contmit thentselves to meetin-rl
thesc stattclarcl retiuircrtrctrts. as well as rnake a conulitrlrent to rcstrain 1i-orn
substattce Llse (drr-rgs, tobacco,

arny

alcohol). lf a student fails to meet these requirerleuts, it

is

the sclrool's right to withdraw these particular students fiom their activity that they are

involved in.
One str-rdeut who was interviewed clain-red that he did not meet the standard
requirements that were needed, even if he wanted to participate in these activities. This
student said that in the past year he has been suspended 5 times fbr a total of 13 days

from school. These suspensions resulted in the decrease of his attendance rate, which intum would pose a challenge for his participation in any activities at the school. The
reasons fbr this student's suspensions also present a reason for not being able to

participate. He has

a

history of being violent, insubordinate, and had been car-rght using

illegal substances, which make it difficult for him to be eligible fbr participation.
However, this requirement can usually be waived or altered through a team meeting.
Overall, the very reasons why students obtain EBD labels are the reasons why
many students can not participate in extra-curricular activities. Behavioral and academic
standards set by activity committees are meant to prevent the behaviors that are seen

frequently in EBD Level 3 settings. Although extra-curricular activities may have a very
beneficial effect on curbing these behaviors, the inability of students to meet requisite
academic and behavioral standards precludes them from any participation.

Synopsis Why Students Are l{ot Involved
Although there are many reasons that sfudents with EBD decide not to participate
in extra-curricular activities, the five reasons above; lack of interest, lack of time, lack of
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transportatioti. peer intinlclation.

erncl clo

not mect the standard recluiretlents, prescntcd

the ntost fi"equcnt rcsponses in this rcsearch (scc -l-ablc 2). Many of the students who
responded to the sLlrvey ans\ iered with more than one rcason why they do not participate

Wltateverthe case, there were no students participating in activities at the time of this
research. As noted above, reasons valy, but
differer-rces in the data when

it is irr-rportant to notice the statistical

it comes to the gender and

age of the students For example,

no gtl'graclers said that lack of interest was a reason they weren't participating in extra-

curicular activities
said they

(see Table 4). There was a

low percentage

(I

8.18%) of females that

didn't participate because of a lack of transportation, but

a high percentage

(72.12%) of females who said a reasoll they didn't participate was a result of peer

intimidation (see Table 3). It is also important to note that there were no female students
that said they didn't know how to get involved in extra-curricular activities if they were
interested (see Table 3), and no l2tl'grade students claimed that not meeting the standard
requirements was a reason not to become involved. (see Table 4)

Students' Perceptions of the Benefits of Participation
Despite what seemed like an impossible goal for students to become involved in

extra-curricular activities, the students who were involved in this research were asked
what they believed the affects would be on them personally,, if they decided to participate
in extra-curricular activities. All of the students had responses that perceived extracumicular involvement as being a positive, personally beneficial decision. The benefits
that the students' listed could aff-ect the students individually both intrinsically and

extrinsically, if the benefits were seen as appealing enough to join extra-curricular
actrvrtres
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J'*lut-uerous studetrts responded that beconring

invo[r,cd in cxtra-curricular

activities in their schools would increase their level of self-esteem and self--confidence. [n
the sfudent interviews from this research. two females that were interviewed both stated
that being involved in extra-cunicular activities "gives kids ntore confidence." Both of
these females also said that

if they had the opportunity to go back in time

and make a

different decision about participating, they would because they would gain more
confidence and "feel better about themselves." The f'eeling of being a part of some

"larger purpose or group" is important to building self:esteem with teenagers. The t'eeling

of acceptance and being able to contribute to a group allows individuals to feel cared for
and impofiant. This often may lead to personal pride and a feeling of selfmeaning/importance (Cassel, 2002).
Students also believed that individuals decide to become involved in extra-

cur:ricular activities because they simply take pleasure in the sporl or activity that they are

participating in. A male student who was interviewed said that the reason he was
involved in extra-curricular activities in the past was because he "had fun and was good
at it." This student believed that other individuals participate in activities because, like

him, "they have fun and edoy the personal success that the involvement brings them."
The other male student that was interviewed also stated that "students join because they

like the sport they are playing and they are good at it."
Srudent responses to the potential benefits of extra-curricular activities

demonstrate that students understand the benefits, even if they are not receiving them. In
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iuten,ier,r,s. rt

r,r,'as

clear that stuclctrts cor-rld relate to the reasol-rs u,hy arnother studcnt

nright .join an activity.
E"rlrinsic Bene/it,t
One of the rlost corlmon reasons that students gave as a beneflt of extra-

curricular participation is an increase the amount of fi'iends that individuals attain through
their involvement. Out of 26 students, l8 of them stated that participating iu these
activities would make students "more popular," allow individLrals to "meet l"lew people,"
and "make new

fiiends."

Students considered meeting new people and making more

tiiends a social and personal value to students that are in high school. Students reported
that they could gain more confidence fiom having rlore fiiends, and tlreir-self--esteerrr

could be raised as a result of having a positive reputation in their schools with their peers.
According to students, the more "popular" a student is in an educational
environment, the rrore other people know about him/her and the reputation they hold.
One student commented on how participating in extra-curricr-rlar activities makes students

"more popular and liked by their teachers." According to this sfudent, extra-curricular

activity is an excellent way of holding individuals accountable to be "good examples" for
their peers in school, and to maintain the positive qualities that it takes to be a positive
role model for others. A male student who was interviewed stated repeatedly that he felt
one of the main reasons that students

join extra-curricular activities was to "be popular."

He felt that if he joined at this school he would also be "more popular," which is
something that he strongly desired. Both female students that were interviewed also felt
that participating in extra-curricular activities would help them "make rrrore friends." One
female student stated that she would "have more friends and be a lot more popular at her

1't
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school." Thc otltcr tcuralc studcnt thoLrght that -joining thcse activities wr)Ltlcl be a gre at
\\'zry to'-nrakc iiiencls

with the sanrc intercsts." One student collntented tlrat extra-

curricular iuvolvenrent can help students "make positive high school nremories lvith their

fiieuds." This is example of how high school

students value their school experiences,

and how their fiiends are alt instrumental part of that.

Involvetneut in sports and activities at this age in school can also be beneflcial in
the sense that students may use these experiences to advance their post-secondary

opportunities. Being involved in extra curricular activities is a way to strengthen
student's time mauagernent skills, as well as multi-tasking when applied to a postsecondary.iob or college preparation (Fowkes, 1999). Out of 26 students, (r students

(23%) of the students that were intervieu,ed explained that they felt being participatior-r in
extra-curricular activities would provide them with opportunities to go to college,
vocational schools, or get jobs. Some stated that it "looked good on resumes." Others
explained that if they weren't successful academically, playing sports could get them
scholarships to schools after high school.

Another beneficial extrinsic reason that students gave fbr participation in extracun icular activities is that they f-elt involvement in these activities would be a positive

altemative for negative behaviors that for which they may have been involved. When
participating in extra-curricular activities, students often keep a vely busy schedule,

which limits much of their social time to these activities. This could prevent students
from spending their personal time in destructive, negative ways.
When explaining how extra-curricular involvement can help students keep their
behaviors "positive," one student stated that joining a club or sport "helps kids stay out of
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trouble." Otre nrale stuclcnt that vvits interl'icwed conrmentecl that participating ''kecps
kids otf the strcets." Hc said that if'he decided to participate in extra-curricular activitics.
there would be a higher chance that he would "keep clean" and "have better fi'iends."

This sfudent explained that his current friends were also heavily involved in gang

affiliations and drugs. He said that if lre was involved in extra-curricular activities, he
would make diflbrent fiiends that were more positive influences in his life.
The final extrinsic reason that the students that were surveyed claimed would be

beneficial, is that participation would help students f-eel rnore involved at their schools.
This involvement would help students take more "ownership" and feel trrore pride
towards the school to which they are a part. This f-eeling of attachment may assist
students to f-eel more cornfbfiable and close to their educational environnrent, which in

turn can make them more pro-active socially, behaviorally, emotionally, and
acadernically.
Jo in

ing Extra-Curricular Activities
The findings of this research results in determining that none of the students

surveyed were cunently involved in extra-cunicular activities. It is important to note that

all of these students confinned that there are a variety of positive benefits for extracurricular involvement. When the students that were surveyed were asked

"lf you were

able to get assistance to get involved,, would you want to participate in extra-curricular

activities at your school?" , 12 out of 26 students responded "yes", l2 responded "no",
and2 responded "maybe." This can be translated as 53.85% of these students could have
their lives significantly impacted if they made the choice to become involved in extracurricular activities in their schools. Almost half of these students have the potential of
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bcnefrting fi'om L;ecouring involvcd in extra-cumicular activities, u,hicli is clclrcndent on
or-rtsidc assistance tltat they could r"cceive fr-om tcachcrs, case llaua-qers, sturient support

service indivicluals or other adults.

Summary
This research demonstrates tl-rat students with EBD are not involving thernselves
in participating in extra-curricular activities. The fir,e most occurring reasons for nonparticipation include; lack of interest, lack of time, lack of transportation, peer

intimidation, and not meeting the standard requirements. Despite these reasons, the
studetrts in this study all demonstrated knowledge and positive opinions on the beneflts

that they could gain personally, or that others gain fior-n participating in extra-curicular

activities at their schools. If these students were able to get assistance to become
involved in extra-cumicular activities,

53

.85% stated that they would be interested in

pursuing personal involvement in these activities if provided the appropriate guidance
and support.

V. Imnlic ations and Conclusions
Why is this research important?
The research in this study is important because there is a need to leam what the
cument level of participation is in extra-curricular activities for students with

EBD. This

is a result of there being so many benefits that this demographic of students could gain

from extra-cur:ricular involvement. Participation in extra-curricular activities could
promote pro-social behaviors in the lives of students with EBD, where there may

currently be negative-social behaviors.
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Stuclcnts r,vith EBD are confionted with nrriuy challengcs lroth in their personal

lives as u,ell as their ec-lucational careers. Thcse stuclcnts iace the challcngcs of firilin-q
grades, poor attenclatrce, poor lrehavior records, and emotional struggles that other

"ntainstream" students may not deal with at a similar level. Many of these students with
EBD are placed together iu classes where it may be easier fbr them to becorne influenced
by their peers who also have EBD. It rnay be easier for these students to maintain their
reputations that they have acquired through their special education label, and not f'eel

comfofiable venturing off to become involved outside of where they feel their reputations
place them.
Research detnonstrates tl-re benefits that extra-cunicular activities have on
adolescents, and shows that it can be an immensely rewarding experience to the students'

lives that participate in social, academic, and emotional ways. The students with EBD
that were sampled in this research were also aware of the benefits of extra-cunicular

involvement, and had positive perspectives and opinions on individual profits that may
come frotn participation. The significantly low involvement rate that these students have

in extra-cun icular activities, despite their knowledge of the benefits they

cor-rld receive, is

an important finding.

Why is this concerning?
When analyzing the results of this research, the low percentage of students with
EBD that are participating in extra-curricular activities is alarming. This low rate of
involvement of these sfudents with EBD is concerning, because extra-curricular
involvement could provide them with so many positive intrinsic and extrinsic rewards.

Although all of the students in this study communicated that they knew positive, pro-
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social benefits that thcy cor-rld -uzrin fl"onr par"ticipating, only about half of these stuclcnts
woulcl mal<e clifferent clccisions ittroirt becorlin-g involvecl in extra-curricular activitics. lt
is important to leam fl-om the students that would still decide not to become involved in

activities, why they wor-rld make that decision despite their knowledge of the possible

beneflts. There cor-rldbe a negative reflectiou ou students with EBD, rnhen others know
that they are aware of the rewards that involvement in activities could give them, but yet
they continue to not participate.
There are many possible reasons why the results of this study ended up as they

did fbr students with EBD. Moreover, there are many reasons why certain students
seemed even lnore "at

risk" than others. Females, fbr example, expressed greater

disinterest and intimidation about extra-curricular activities than males. It is possible that
f'emale students could be atI-ected in a different way than males when

it comes to social

pressures. Sports and actives can be seen by f-ernales as more of a "social" opportunity
versus an opportunity to excel in the sport or activity that they

enjoy. Male students may

become more involved in extra-curricular actives as a result of what they could

personally gain fiom their participation, and not have as much focus put on who is

parlicipating with them. Female students may feel more social pressure to feel accepted
by their peers when joining in an activity. However, males also may feel similar social
pressure, but perhaps part of that social pressure is to not admit that they feel intimidated,

which could be why there was such a low percentage of males that responded to this
reason

Another group that seemed disproportionately disinterested were 12tl'graders. On
average, high school in the education school systems begins in gtl' grade. These students
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conre in to the schools, trarusitionirtq fr-our their nriddle schools or jr-rnior high schools in

tlte eftbrts o1'adaptir.rg to tlrc high school lif-estylc. Whcn cnteriug this level of eclucation,
students are encouraged to bccome involved in the ir schools, and there is a desire fiorn

school administrators, teachers, support stafl', and parents fbr these students to f-eel

comfortable in theirnew acadernic euvironnrent. It is the etlorts of the schools to provide
alt easy transition fbr these students aud as a part of that, there is an attempt to involve
these students in the schools in as many ways as possible. Students may begin their high

school careers being involved in various activities, but over time their participation levels
may change as a reslrlt of other priorities or interests.

Although many supporls are present, students in 9'l'gracle still reported
intimidation at the thought of loining activities. A possibility for this result may come

fiom the fact that 9t1'grade students are the youngest in age out of any of the other
students in the high school. They had recently transitioned from their Middle Schools /

Junior High schools, and may be still searching for a grasp on their personal/social

identity

as

well

as being accepted

by their peers. This can play a role in feeling a certain

level of intimidation when looking in to parlicipating in extra-curricular activities.
Sfudents with EBD have many challenges that they face due to their disabilities.

Overall, students who are diagnosed with EBD are more likely than other students to
have lower grades, fail more classes, fail minimum competency examinations, be
retained, have a lower grade point average in high school, drop out, have a higher rate of
absenteeism, be served in a restrictive setting, have more encounters with juvenile justice
system and/or

fail to graduate from high school (Van Acker, 2006). As a result of the
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challenges that stuclents with EBD tace, mceting the standarcl rccllrirentents fbr

participation in iictivities presents a tremenclous obstaclc fbr u-lilny of these students.
Academically, these students strr-rggle with kecping their grades at an appropriate
standing. Attendance is also an issue with many students with EBD fbr nurnerous
reasons. These students may be in various placements or settings that include treatrnent
centers, higher restrictive educationaI settings (alternative learning programs), and

jail.

When students are transitioning back and forth between so many places, it makes it

difficult fbr them to be able to maintain

a consistent attendance level in their "home"

school. Students with EBD also tendto have ahigh rate of behaviorissues in their
schools.

-fhese

behavior issues may include fights (physical altercations),

insr"rbordination, disrespect, aggressive attitudes, and work refusal. As a result of these

various behavior issues, these students may not be allowed to participate in extra-

cunicular activities do to the inappropriateness of their actions.
The research findings and irnplications of this study are conceming because the

discovery of the low percent of students with EBD in extra-curricular activities is likely
to perpetuate various stereo-types that these students may already carry. Students with

EBD can have reputations of being "trouble makers," and have emotional and behavior
issues that prevent them from being seen by their peers in a positive

way. lnvolvement in

extra-curricular activities could assist in breaking that stereo-type, and demonstrate
examples of sfudents with EBD that are involved in pro-social behaviors and activities.

lf students with

EBD begin participating in extra-curricular activities, there is

a

possibility that these students could break the cycle of undesirable behaviors that they
might have previously been demonstrating. There is also the possibility that by
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participating in ertret-cut-ricular activities, stuclents with EBD

cor-rlcl

devclop stl'atesie s to

effbctively cope 'ul,itlt thcir disability. As a result, these students coulri potcutially

brca[<

the cycle of challenging behaviors that they struggle with, and in tunr be provided

opportuuities that will challenge the stereotypes associatecl with the EBD label.

What can be done ? (Further Research)
Encouraging the involvement of students with EBD in extra-curricular activities

could help lay the groundwork fbr the social skills alrd character development that rrany

of these adolescents desperately need. There is significant potential fbr these students to
benefit fi'om participating in activities, which may be strongly dependent on outside
assistatrce that they could receive

fiom teachers,

case managers, students support sen,ice

individuals, or other persons. Awareness of the interest that these students have, as well
as the capability to

"plug" them in with the activities that they show an interest in, could

be vital to making their high school experience a positive, life-changing one. This begins

with educating individuals such as teachers, case managers, activity coordinators,
coaches, student support service individuals and parentlguardians in not only the beneflts

that extra-cunicular participation may bring, but also the currently level of extracumicular involvement that students with EBD have.

Continuing research may also be done when examining the specific reasons that
students gave fbr not participating. Examining the statistical differences in the students'
age and gender would also provide more specific data to discover why there was a

variation in particular reasons that the students' gave. It would be impofiant to examine
the reasons for not participating, and continue researching to see how participation levels

would change if the reason that was given was no longer an issue. An example of this

1t

would be, if a student said that the reason tlrey dicl not participate in extra-curricular
activities u,as bccausc thcy clid not r.ueL't the staudard requirenreuts (C.P.A., attenderncc,
behavioral inciclents), if tlrey were able to meet those recluirements would they decicle to
participate?
Further research could also be conducted on those students whose reason fbrnot

participating was "l'Iot interested." There are nLlnlerous reasons that an individual may
not be interested in doing something. Leaming why students with EBD may not be
interested in participation would be a significant piece in leaming how these students

could gain assistauce. ln future studies, comparing the percentage of students with EBD
that participate in extra-cunicular activities to the percentage of mainstream students that

participate in extra-curricular activities would also be useful for this research. Finding
similarities and differences between these two populations may be helpful in discovering
patterns of extra-curricular parlicipation fbr all high school adolescents.

As a result of this research, it can be seen that

9th grade students

have a higher

interest in participating in extra-curricular activities compared to their peers in other

grades. [t is valuable to share this information with case managers, activities/athletic
directors, aud other suppor-t staff to encou rugefurther support for these sfudents.

Assisting these students in areas such as transportation and awareness of what activities
are offered at their school could help ensure a successful experience.

VI. Self-Reflection
As a special education EBD high school teacher, this research was particularly
valuable to me. I have been working with the high school EBD population for five years,
and have noticed that a significantly small amount of these students participate in extra-
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curricular activities. I pcrsonztlly know thc bcnctlts of participating in extra-curricular
activities, atrd rcalize what

et

signiflcant positivc afflct these benctits coulcl potentially

have on this dernographic of students. Tlrese stuclents are ofien tintes known in their
school euvirontnent for their emotional andior behavioral issues. They are usually

individuals whose reputations are based on how their peers, teachers, student support
services, and administration see them based on their EBD label. Participating in extra-

curricular activities would provide these students with opportunities of gaining pro-social
behaviors, as well as gaining a more positive reputation witl-rin in their schools.

This study was vely infbrrnative to rre as a researcher, but there are several
limitations to this research that I would like to identify. To begin with, the sample size

forthis study included 26 students. That is a small numberof

str-rdents when atternpting

to gather a large amount of data to increase the validity and reliability of the research.
When it comes to the portion of the research that involves the survey questions, the
higher number of student responses could be determined by the varying numbers of
students in each grade. An example of this is that there are more

1Oth

grade stuidents that

any other grade. This could have had a significant effect on the percentages of student
responses to the reasons

fornot participating. In the same wfly, the l2'l'graders made up

the smallest grade population, which may have aflected the results of their survey
responses involving lower numbers.

When surveying the students, it may have been more beneficial to work with each
of the students individually. The students had a lot of questions and although t asked

if

we could all work together as a group, there were many students that worked at ahead at
their own pace. This made it difficult to make sure that every student understood each
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clLlcstiol'l tltat was being asked. and proviclecl the support that thcy rreedecl to be ablc to

respoucl appropriately to the questions. When revieit'ing the clata, it

r,r,ers

stucletrts did not uuderstand what some of the questions were asl<ing.

be when the students were asked

clcar that sortrc

An exarmple would

if they have everparticipated in extra-curricular

activities at their high schools, some students inch,rded sports or activity involvement that
they were a part of when they were younger and not in high school.
Reading through the surveys with the individual students r,vould have allowed
them to ask any questions that they may have, as well as be able to see if they
comprehended the full meaning of what they were being asked. It would have also

allowed the studeuts to be separated fi'om their peers which would have been less
distracting fbr some of them. Sorne sfudents were noticing that their peers were working
ahead, so the started rushing through the surveys. Others simply seemed impatient while

filling theirs out, and I believe working with them individually may

have helped them be

able to focus and not be so distracted while doing so.

When I began this research, I went in to the study with my own perceptions of the
outcome in my mind. I thought that it would be obvious that the benefits of extracumicular involvement would be a positive fit with the needs of students who receive
special education services for EBD. I was able to find research that supported my

predictions, but I was also open to being "proven wrong." I went in to this study with to
be able to research a topic that my students would be able to benefit

from. I am now

able

to take what I have learned from this research, and implement it in to the school
environment where I work. I

will

also be able to share it with other schools,

administrators, teachers, support staff, and districts as
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well. Educating others on these

flrrclinss has the potential to nrake a signiflcant positive differcnce in speciarl education
EtsD stuclcuts' lives.

Now that this research is cornplete, I plan on taking this intbrrnation and
itlplernenting it in to as nrany high school environments as I can. I will attempt educate
teachers, studeuts, case managers, administrators, coaches, sLrpport staff', and

pareuts/caregivers, about how important participation could be for stuclents with EBD.

I

will take more time on interviewing students with EBD, to discover precisely what they
f'eel is the reason for their current level of participation, and attempt to Llse my own
l<nowledge as well as the ability to network with others to assist these students in a way

tltat would beneflt then-r and possibly increase their participation level. I will also
coutinue to explore further research on this topic, and combine that with n"ty own research
to continue educating others on this impofiant way of assisting students with EBD to be

allowed opportunities to grow in a positive, pro-social manner.
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Appenclix A

Extra Curricular Survey
I anr ar: nrarle
Crade

f-enrale

l. Are yoll cLlrrently participartin-e in any extra curricular activitics in yoLlr high
school'l [if'ycs, please list which one(s).]

2. Have you ever participated in any extra curricular activities in your high school?

(if

yes, please list which one(s) and what _{rade you were in.)

3. If you have or are currently participating in extra-curricular activities, why did you
decide to becorne involved?

4. If you have or are currently participating in extra-curricular activities, how do you
think it affects your high school experience?
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5. If yoLI have uot participatcr{ in cxtru curricular activities at yoLlr school, or stopped
particil-rating itt tlicse activitics. r,rhiclr of thc fbllor,r,'ins wor-rlcl best clcscritrc iv'hy'?
I anr rrot intcrcstcd

I do not have enough tirne
I do not have transportation
I do not [rave the financial ability

I do not f'eel like I have the experience

I am intirnidated by my

peers

I do not meet the standard requirenrents to

join: (gpa, attendance, behavior expectations)
I don't know how to join or how to get involved
Other (please explain):

6. If you were able to get assistance to get involved, would you want to participate in
any extra curricular activities at your school?

7. How do you think participating in extra cumicular activities in your school might
affect your personal high school experience?
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Appendir

B

Interview Questions
Sh-rilent : Male

F-errale

Gradc

I

)

2)

When I ask you "What are solne examples of extra-curricular activities", what
comes to rnind?

Why do you think that students decide to be involved in extra-curricular
activities?

3)

Let's talk about some of your personal expericnces with extra-curricular
activities. -Are you currently participating? (what activities, how long, how is it
going?)... -Have you ever participated in extrar-curricular activities? (what
activities, how long, why did you stop?)

4)

Are you around individuals who are or herve participated in extra-curricular
activities? Who has it been, and how has that iu,pactecl you'/

5) lf you are cllnently

not involved with extra-curricular activities, what would you
say is the reason? (wait to hear student's response, ancl possibly suggest possible
reasons fiom the survey).

6) If you were to get assistance to be involved

in extra-curricular activities, would
you currently be participating? (why/why not?)

7) lf you could go back in tirne and make a different

decision about participating,
would you? (why/why not?) What wor-rld you change?

8) How do you think that participating

might irnpact your personal high school

experience?
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